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Welcome to OpenPD
Open Community for Plant Pests and Diseases
1 Overview
Plant pest and disease identification is critical and normally a slow process.
OpenPD is a mobile app that provides an on-the-field and on-the-fly way to speed up the
identification of crop pests and diseases. It is easy to use, based on open community and peer
learning, supported by European funded ICT frameworks and our own development.
It is intended create a large community of users who produce vegetable crops, but it is also
meant to include the participation of all actors with expertise within the crop pest and diseases
field, namely agronomists, field technicians (for instance, phytofarmaceutical experts) and
academics (students, professors and researchers).
OpenPD will be released both for Android and iOS operating systems. The app should be
functional in all mobile devices having at least Android version 4.2.X (or higher) and iOS.
This User Guide is available on our website (http://www.openpd.eu/ug).
In this first release, OpenPD will be free to all users.

2 Installation
You should download and install OpenPD directly from Google Play or Apple Store, respectively
for Android and iOS devices. To find OpenPD just use the keyword “openpd” in the search
features of both stores. Direct links for installing the application through the stores are also
available in our website (http://www.openpd.eu).

3 Registering and Login
You have to be logged in to use OpenPD, so after installation, and when starting OpenPD for the
first time you must register to use the application. The registration can be done:





Providing an email and password
Via Facebook authentication
Via Google+ authentication
Via LinkedIn authentication

If you forget your password, you may reset it using the “Sign In” screen. We will send an email
to you with instructions on how to reset the password.
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4 Settings
You can use the settings screen to view the installed OpendPD version number as well as to
define which crop group you are most interested in. They are also able to specify what kind of
notifications that wish to receive, if any: warnings about possible outbreaks and notifications
when other users post/comment on posts they marked as favorites.
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5 Application Usage
5.1 Outline
The following table is meant to outline features of OpenPD in the user’s perspective.

An image is the key
User takes or uploads a photo of the plant or plant part affected by the pest or
disease. Colored, clean and good resolution photos work better in this context.
Ask the community for help
The user then describes the problem he's facing, based on the photos taken and
his own observation of the local conditions. A good description drives the
community to answer faster and objectively.
Receive feedback
The community provides help to the user in order to identify the pest or disease,
inducing discussion, asking for more details or inviting other users to join in.
Follow OpenPD
User builds a list of favorites, including their posts and others that they wish to
keep up with.
Search OpenPD
Having doubts? Maybe someone has already had the same problem? Maybe an
OpenPD specialist has recorded it in our database? Let’s look it up in OpenPD posts
and knowledge base.
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Alert me, please!
Users can configure OpenPD to receive push notifications regarding their posts,
posts from specific users or areas of interest.

5.2 Interaction
5.2.1 Main Menu
OpenPD starts with the Main Menu (Figure 1) which has four buttons (Table 1):

Figure 1 – Main Menu
Table 1 – Main Menu buttons interaction

Post

Gives access to posting on OpenPD.

Forum

Gives access to read/answer/vote on posts.

Favorites

Gives access to the users personal list of favorited posts

Search

Gives access to searching OpenPD posts and knowledge database
using user inputted keywords and/or specific selected tags

5.2.2 Post
Users post using a sequence of steps after clicking the post button on the Main Menu:
1. Taking or uploading a photo
2. Selecting the tags in combo boxes and check boxes
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3. Writing the question or describing the problem in a text box
4. Submitting
Let’s go through these steps one by one:
5.2.2.1

Taking or uploading a photo

Once the post button is click in the Main Menu, the screen will show a frame (Figure 2 – left side)
allowing you to take a photo using the push button or upload an already saved photo using the
upload button.

Push
button

Upload
button

Figure 2 – Taking or Uploading a photo

Once the photo has been taken or uploaded, the screen will briefly look like in Figure 2 (right
side).
NOTE: The process of taking or uploading a photo may require additional steps, varying with the
operating system (Android or iOS and respective version), mobile device model and settings. You
should follow the usual procedure according to your device.
5.2.2.2

Selecting tags, writing the question and submitting

Immediately after the first step, the next screen in showed (Figure 3) and you should:
1. Select one tag from the first combo box – relative to the group of crops – from the
possible choices:
 Viticulture
 Industrial Crops
 Fruit Production
 Cereal Production
 Horticulture
 Oliviculture
 Other
 Any
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2. Select one tag from the second combo box – relative to the type of production system –
from the possible choices:
 Organic Farming
 Intensive Farming
 Extensive Farming
 Green House
 Hydroponics
 Other
 Any
3. Tick one or more check boxes from the available group of four check boxes, identifying
if the post relates to a Pest or Disease, and if the crop is irrigated or not.
4. Write the text of the post in the text box bellow the check boxes.
5. Submit the post hitting the “Submit button”

Submit
button

Cancel
button

Figure 3 – Selecting tags, writing text and submitting

NOTE: You may cancel the post at any time using the “Cancel” button.
Once the post is concluded and submitted, the app returns to the Main Menu. Users can see the
post they just made either on Forum or in the Favorites. It should be the first one on the list.

5.2.3 Forum
You access the forum by clicking the Forum Button on the Main Menu.
5.2.3.1

List of posts

The Forum appears as a list of posts (Figure 4) in descending order by date of posting or
commenting (the first post is the newer either to have been submitted or commented upon).
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Figure 4 – Forum: list of posts

So, each entry on the forum list represents a post and has the following information and features
(Figure 5):



On the Left: a thumbnail of the post’s photo;
On the right:
o The first words of the text of the post;
o The name of the user that has submitted the post;
o The number of times a post has been favorited;
o The date of submission of the post;
o The number of votes the post has received.
o The “Delete Post” button

Photo
thumbnail

Name of the
user

# of times
favorited

Date of
submission

# Votes

Delete Post
button

NOTE: Pushing the “Delete Post” button will remove it from the forum. Only the User who has
submitted the post (and OpenPD administrators) may delete it.

5.2.3.2

Viewing a post

Clicking any entry on the posts list will open the complete post, which is fully available by
scrolling down. Figure 5 depicts and explains the full details of a post.
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Figure 5 – Forum: post details screen

NOTE: Double clicking the post’s photo will zoom in on it. You may drag in any direction if you
need to take a closer look at any details or even zoom in more using 2 finger gestures. One single
click will zoom out the photo back to its original place in the post details screen.
5.2.3.3

Commenting a post

You may comment a post at any time by clicking the “Comment button”. A new screen is brought
forward as showed in Figure 6. Just place your comment in the text box and press the “Add
button”. Your comment should be visible at the bottom of the post details screen.

Figure 6 – Forum: comment screen

You may delete your comment using the “Delete button” on the bottom right corner as showed
in Figure 5.
5.2.3.4

Marking a post as favourite

To mark a post as favorite just click the “Favourite button” (heart shaped) on the left corner of
the post details screen. Once clicked it should change its colour to green. You may reverse this
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(“unfavorite”) by clicking the same button, after which the colour will turn gray.
You can always review your favorites by backing to the Main Menu and hitting the “Favorites
button”.
NOTE: a green heart on the post means that it’s included in your favorites. A gray heart means
it is not included in your favorites.
5.2.3.5

Up voting and down voting a post

You may vote (up or down) posts and comments. To do so, use de “Up vote” or “Down vote”
buttons available in either the post or the comment.
You should vote (up or down) whenever you considerer there’s a good reason for it. For instance,
if a post is interesting and well presented, or a comment answers correctly to the post. But,
please, try not to vote (up or down) based on subjective reasons.
NOTE: you may only up vote or down vote one time in each direction. This means, for example,
that you can’t up vote 2 times (nor down vote 2 times), but you can up vote one time and then,
if you feel that you were mistaken, you can down vote afterwards.
5.2.3.6

Knowledge database – Special posts

OpenPD features a database, gathered from scientific knowledge, which is presented (and
searchable) in the form of special posts. They are easy identifiable by their structured
presentation. You can’t comment on these posts.

5.2.4 Favorites
Users access their favorites by clicking the Favorites Button on the Main Menu. The interaction
and features of the Favorites screen are exactly the same as the ones describe for the Forum.

5.2.5 Search
Users access the search favorites by clicking the Favorites Button on the Main Menu. The search
screen (Figure 8 – left side) is quite similar to the post screen (after taking the photo). Users may
search by tags (using combo boxes and check boxes) and/or using the search box. After filling
those items, clicking the “Search Button” will lead to the search results screen (Figure 7 – right
side) which presents a list of posts matching the search criteria and has the same interaction and
features of the Favorites and Forum post list.
By using the “Search knowledge base” check box the user can include the knowledge base
articles in the search process.
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►
Figure 7 – Search screen and search results

6 Notifications
As explained in the settings section, you may be able to receive notifications about your posts
and your favorite ones. These notifications are communicated as standard app notifications both
on Android and iOS, so we will not get into much detail. Alerts (notifications) are able to be turn
off in the settings screen.

7 Community Interaction
Since posts and comments may be voted, OpenPD will rank posts and users based on the votes
they get. It will also promote users and answers with higher rankings, specifically when showing
search results, meaning that the ordering of the posts in the search results post list will also take
into account the posts and comments ranks and users’ ranks. Higher ranks will step up posts to
the top of the list.

8 Troubleshooting
If you experience any difficulty, find a bug or merely want to suggest some improvement, please
drop as a message to openpd@open.eu. We will do our best to answer swiftly.

9 Terms of Use
OpenPD is subjected to terms of use. Once you’ve registered into OpenPD it means that you
have read and agreed with the Terms of Use.
The Terms of Use are always available for reading at http://www.openpd.eu/tou and can be
access through the app in the settings screen.
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